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You can only date people you meet. A bachelor on his way to work confronts this law a dozen times per city block, as each girl he falls in love with passes by unaware. An introduction is all I need, he thinks.


Much is made of the difficult job market that awaits the completion of our education, but my guidance counsellor never mentioned how lonely life might be if I accept that last diploma without wife in tow; meeting your one and only is a lot harder once they take away the option of sitting next to her in Western Civ. What are the alternatives?

Married people think that singles meet in bars, but no one meets anyone in a bar. In fact, the only reason drinks are served in bars is to dampen the frustration. No one meets anyone in a bar because the purpose of going to a bar is to meet people. Because this is an implicit purpose, to meet someone at a bar you have to come up with pretext: Do I know you? Could you tell me the time? Can you believe how big that guy's hair is? My favorite, Do you have a light, is now unavailable in an increasing number of cities. Of course everyone knows it's pretext, which makes the process awkward enough to require so many drinks that by the time you can stand it, you're too drunk to make a good impression.

If after graduation one manages to find a job, it seems that the pool of single people at the workplace is a natural extension of the student body. Aside from recent trends to make office romance against company policy, intramural dating is the most reliable way to assure you will hate going to work. I am a resident physician in training, and as an intern, the two most iterated pieces of advice I received from my seniors were to catch up on sleep during lectures and to under no circumstances date nurses. Though courting coworkers offers the thrill of discreet flirtation (especially when it's explicitly forbidden), veterans recognize that sharing a cubicle with your lover in the midst of an affair becomes tiresome, and sharing a cubicle with your ex-lover following the inevitable breakup generally results in unemployment.

The pub and office having failed them, many singles rely on matchmakers to fill their Saturday nights. It turns out that friends, relatives, and strangers make equally bad relationship brokers, and why not, most of us don't know what we're looking for ourselves. The currency of arranged romance is either the blind date, which only the most devoted masochists among us agree to more than occasionally, and the feared group introduction, where another couple or two accompanies the unfortunate participants. This resembles the barroom situation, with the purpose of the evening known to all but tucked just barely beneath the tablecloth, but is somehow even worse as it is impossible to converse directly with your potential life partner without the rest of the table mentally charting your progress. In addition to the unbearable logistics of setups, such ventures suffer from the cupid problem, which is that after the setup fails, the matchmaker remains, and now hates you for breaking her roommate's sister's heart. It is against this background that internet dating flourishes.

I came to online personals the way everyone else does: reluctantly. Moving to a city where I knew no one had worsened my already spiritless approach to romance, and an old friend, tired of my stream of lonely ailments, announced that he had found a girl for me in this new town and sent me her picture in an email attachment. And it was cute. I asked him for her phone number, and he sent me back a link to an internet dating site. No thanks, I'm not that desperate, but he had planted the seed. That cute picture was on my mind for a few days, and then he sent me something she wrote. And it was charming. I signed up.

Most internet dating sites allow you to browse profiles without joining. Like any online marketplace, the splash page offers a Quick Search box, offering fields for your gender, the gender you're looking for, location, and age range. I knew the FIND MATCHES button would give me a page of girls, but had no idea how that page of girls would change everything: it felt like I had just walked into a bar full of women, but this time the reason we are here is explicit, these ladies are just waiting for me to walk up and introduce myself.

Each results page displays ten or so matches. These profile capsules are designed for browsing, and feature an identifying handle (a pseudonym selected by each user - real names are not only incompatible with the rest of online culture but in this case are actually prohibited), as well the user's age and location, and, of course, a picture. Some services allow users to display their photos only to fellow members, and one can opt out of attaching a photo at all, but most lovesurfers enable the "Only show me profiles with photos" option on their searches, so users without photos see much less action. Capsules also reveal the last time the user logged into the system, a crucial piece of information as someone who hasn't used the service in six months might have left town, or married her ex, and in any case is almost certainly not interested in your advances.

Selecting a capsule brings up the full profile, whose content varies across services but contains similar elements. Leading off is the full-sized version of the picture you saw in the capsule, along with other thumbnail pictures you can enlarge with a click. Underneath the pictures are the surface details: height, weight (or "body type"), education, occupation, religion,  ethnicity, star sign, and number of children. Most services offer the opportunity to divulge your relationship with tobacco, and sometimes with alcohol and other drugs. Other details might include languages spoken, marital status, and even salary. Next, profiles feature an area for the user to specify what he or she is looking for, beginning with gender (male, female, or either), type of relationship (friendship, love, one night, marriage and children), and whether or not the user is willing to relocate for romance (if no, read: don't contact me unless you live in my city). Normally users can present surface details they're looking for; women tend to suggest suitable candidates will be above a certain height, men are more concerned with weight.

If you're still interested after this brief introduction, the remainder of the profile offers a more intimate visit. The last section presents responses to a series of open-ended questions, whose content varies from service to service, reflecting its intended audience - and for every imaginable audience there is a service. Online dating sites exist for every race and religion, for those in the military, for those in prison, for those interested in extramarital affairs, for ivy leaguers, for homosexuals, bisexuals, transgenders, republicans, sadists, couples, hipsters, seniors, single parents, the big and beautiful, and those seeking citizenship in another country. Common to all these sites are the wide open spaces like "About me" and "What I'm looking for," along with some variant of corporate retreat questions such as "My favorite breakfast cereal," "If I could be anywhere at the moment," "What I've learned from past relationships," and "Music I can't live without." 

Many of these questions lend themselves to prosaic and uninformative responses, such as "I'm easy to get along with and like to try new things," or "I love to live life to its fullest," but more successful iDaters use the cues as a platform from which to project an image that will attract the kind of mate they're interested in (Last great book I read: The Communist Manifesto). Selling yourself online is very different than demonstrating charisma at a party, and favors those who are comfortable with expression via keyboard - the guitar player rules the campfire, but reporting that "I play the guitar" doesn't have the same effect.

Accustomed to less overt forms of flirtation, many new users struggle with the online profile as shamelessly self-promoting, and the stigma of internet dating as the venue of last resort persists despite its mushrooming popularity; this is reflected in the apologies featured in so many profiles (Most humbling moment: "Posting an online profile"). Its pitfalls notwithstanding, the lack of established convention in this new medium and the altogether unthreatening quality of dating from your living room allow a creativity and completeness not available in three-dimensional encounters. In fact, whereas the challenge in a bar is to convey enough identity to separate yourself from every other beer-stained lonely heart in the room, the best profiles communicate just enough detail to establish compatibility while leaving room for mystery (Best lie I've ever told: Remind me to divulge this to you on our second date). 

After the joy of surfing profiles for their sheer fascination ebbs, you will be ready to move from observer to participant. This involves setting up a profile, which is usually free (providers want to boast as many profiles as possible), and then making contact with a user - the point in online dating where the services make their money. Although some sites charge a monthly "premium membership" fee that allows unlimited messaging for the duration of the paid period, the majority operate through the purchase of credits, which are bought in bundles that boil down to around a dollar per, each credit enabling contact with one user. Once you pay to send a message to a user, all subsequent communication between the two of you is free. Alternatively, you can express interest on the cheap by sending what is variously referred to as a wink, tease, or smile. Pushing this button generates a form letter in the recipient's mailbox ("rebounding422 is winking at you!"), which he or she can respond to by using a credit. As is the case in conventional dating, men are expected to instigate most contact and front the cash, whereas women can get away with winks. Online dating has not escaped the attitude that everything on the internet should be free, and users collude to circumvent the system by embedding contact information in their profiles. While providers can implement robot programs to find obvious email addresses, the usual cat and mouse game has developed around the hot in hotmail, which began as "I'm available at k8smith in a very warm place" and now appears in progressively obscure references such as "Want to bake a pie? Put my profile name in the oven." 

The content of that first message, or hook, can assume as many varieties as there are moods, but most tend to be short and simple ("Hey snakes+snails, I also love Indian food and sweeping generalizations. Reply if you'd like to know more."). This is because, in addition to an introductory essay seeming a bit desperate, most realize that unless you are able to demonstrate something uniquely remarkable about your potential as a mate - such as catching an obscure reference in their profile - the hook itself is less important than the author. I will spend credits simply correcting spelling errors I find in others' profiles, with the thought that a positive response to such a debut is a particularly auspicious sign. 

The goal of sending out a hook is, of course, to get a bite. Though occasionally you might receive a no thank you, most users who aren't interested in your profile (this hurts less than barroom rejection, which reflects a lack of interest in you) will simply not respond. In fact, it is not uncommon for someone to disappear without saying goodbye after several emails, a phone call, or even a date. I find it acceptable to blow off unsolicited contact (such as a hook), but my approach is to always let someone down directly, if briefly, once a dialogue occurs. Being turned down hurts, but not knowing if behind the lack of a response is a dismissal or a trip to an internetless island is agonizing. There is always the optimistic temptation while awaiting a response to send another message, in case your first one didn't make it, but emails never get lost in cyberspace, and one chink in the armor is better than two.

After the bite comes the complicated business of getting a date. There is an indistinctly ordered progression of online relationships that starts with a hook and bite, moves through a series of messages brokered through the website (which may remain anonymous), advances to the exchange of email addresses and proper emails, then telephone calls, and culminates in a face-to-face meeting.  Somewhere in this hierarchy of intimacy is instant messaging, or chat, where a simultaneous online connection is established and thoughts (I use the term loosely) are exchanged in real time. Such communication, which can substitute for usual electronic letters, is favored by younger users, who have adopted instant messaging and its sentence-replacing acronyms as a substitute for fully-realized expression.

These modes of conversation are disturbingly different, each with its rules of decorum, which, when put in the context of inchoate romance, throws every newcomer off-balance. Fortunately, the asynchronous nature of email allows for reorienting deliberation, and the telephone call, though without the safety net of a delete key, is familiar enough to soften the shock of encountering the voice of someone met through an electronic smokescreen. Instant messaging, though perhaps suitable for the seduction of a woodpecker, is best left to those comfortable with its niceties.

Confounding one's attempts to establish rapport online is that compatibility at one level does not ensure compatibility at any other. A series of feverish, aphrodisiac emails can precede a first meeting that feels like two ships passing in the night, and your hottest dates are often the ones you walk into with the lowest expectations. Although there are certainly eDaters looking for a penpal, the majority of us are in it for relationships of the close-range type, and the inability of emails and phone calls to predict chemistry can be disheartening, especially after a long text-based courtship. I manage this problem by moving to a date as quickly and with as little investment as possible, a process made easier by a cohort of brief flirtatious essays I have written specifically to be applicable to any person and situation. I sandwich these reusables in between responses tailored to the ongoing conversation so as not to arouse suspicion, and after a few rounds of email correspondence, 90% of which I have simply pasted in, she is usually sufficiently warm to me to agree to meet.

First dates invariably take place at a bar or coffee shop. Weekday nights are better to keep expectations low and allow for an easy exit in cases of obvious mismatch; quiet venues allow for easier chatting but more importantly address what is perhaps the most anxious part of internet dating: walking into a crowded bar and searching for a person you've never met. The actual moment of meeting, always hesitant (“Are you Sarah?”), is where conventional and internet dating converge.  I frame the first impression with an assertive kiss on the cheek, then settle into the process of aligning the person in front of me with her digital blueprint. This nervous process may reveal characteristics that could never have remained unknown for so long by any other means of dating. I have developed a great respect for the deceptive effect of professional photography, and will not soon forget the girl who did not mention in her profile or in our communication that she was born without the sense of hearing – though in retrospect there were hints (Type of person I want to meet: A guy who won't forget to face me when he talks).

Once the introductory vertigo has subsided and the requisite questions regarding prior eDating experiences have been answered, the evening assumes the feeling and form of any other first date, which is to say a dazzling, confused procession of push and pull signals ricocheting off of their consequent inferences and expectations. The conclusion entails all the usual ambiguous rhetoric and split-second postures, but the prospect of easy retreat into the vacuum between each other's computer screens somewhat blunts the uncomfortable edge. Unless sparks are flying or the relationship is already up in smoke, I end a date with the same kiss it started with and promise to email soon, which I nearly always do – either it was nice to meet you but I'm not up for another or that was fun, let's do it again.


You can only date people you meet, and online personals deliver introductions. What frustrates the bachelor more than missing Mrs. Right is relying on chance meetings for prospects, and online personals empower singles with access – they take the waiting out of dating. While traditional approaches to finding a match reinforce social boundaries by favoring unions between people who frequent the same hangouts or run in the same circles, online personals expand your circle as far as you dare and send you into dimly lit restaurant corners with people you would not have even the faintest chance of otherwise meeting. My experience has also shown that there is no better foundation for an enduring friendship than a failed romance, and have even taken an ex-date as a roommate (happily), long after our brief love affair. Much like the atmosphere electronic mail created by succeeding the stamp and envelope, to its users a return to a time before online personals seems not only inconvenient but cold and dark.

As with the obsolescence of the stamp and envelope, however, something important is lost. And as spam twists the strength of email into a weakness, from online personals' greatest virtue – access – comes also its greatest vice. Human nature leads us away from the dates who show the most interest and toward the apathetic; this tendency is restrained by the value of each date as a scarce resource in the same way that we take smaller sips of expensive coffee. By offering a bottomless cup of dates, online personals untether these unfortunate instincts and result in serial dating. At my most manic I lined up two and three in a night, and needed a spreadsheet to keep track of which girls had seen which reusables. As the dates accumulate their value falls, and besides the loss of first date butterflies and first kiss palpitations, I caught myself treating my dates more like cheap coffee and less like people.

From its beginnings as a lounge for computer geeks, internet dating has unfolded to become the dating venue of choice for millions, and the endless march of marriages made online is a testament to its potency. It shrinks the big city and makes couples of both the plainly dissimilar and compatible alike. The process itself, however, and the approach to romance lovesurfing fosters in its keenest adherents are decidedly antisocial. All of us come to appreciate this irony (If I could be anywhere at the moment: Offline). 

